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Julia Patt *

bought in a dc furniture store:

dorothy dennis orem -1967

with the colors just behind her eyehds she awoke
one morning from a dream or

trip and began to paint drippy watercolors born as blobs

and dabbed out with a plastic yellow paintbrush.

beige blurs became tall specters of beech trees: beech trees the

width of twigs collected for marshmallow roastings at summer
camp; their forking branches exploded in sparky reds and

oranges like dyed grocery store

flowers the day before
,

thanksgiving.

at their bases she returned earthward with a fringe of crewcut,

tawny grass and one small blackandwhite splotch: a kitten

named bell who licked one paw under the looming wheelbarrow

wheel.

and in the faded background she walled the scene (kitten

wheelbarrow wheel flaming trees) with a picket fence there.

she laid down the plastic yellow brush left the whole thing in

pale October light to dry on thick construction paper now
rippled with age.



Elizabeth Zuckerman

The Rescue

Marilise crossed her arms, tossed back her golden waves

of hair, and glared at her rescuer. "Took you long enough. I

swear I've seen men twice your age complete a full tournament

in the time it took you to climb those stairs. For goodness' sake, I

do it every day. It's not that hard."

"It is in the armor," the faulty rescuer replied. His voice

sounded rather hollow, echoing around in his helmet. He
reached up to pull the helmet off, but his gauntlets wouldn't

let him get a very good grip on it, so he started to take those off

instead. He made such a clumsy job of it that Marilise finally

surrendered the dignity due to a rescued princess and yanked

them off herself.

With his hands free, he could now remove the helmet.

Marilise shrugged "Some good, some bad, I suppose," she said.

"You might not be athletic, but at least you're handsome. Who
are you anyway?"

"Aldric," said her rescuer, panting slightly from the climb

up the fifteen flights of stairs. "Prince Aldric of Cambria."

Marilise frowned for a moment, her blue eyes narrowed

in thought. "The mountain kingdom? The one with all the

sapphires?"

"No," said Aldric, looking rather shamefaced. "That's

Cambria major. I'm afraid I'm from Cambria Minor."

A line rapidly creased itself between Marilise's arching

eyebrows. "And what does Cambria Minor have?" she asked.

"Well" Aldric's face was already red from the climb but

he could feel it getting even redder. "Sheep, mostly. And a few

goats. Cambria Minor's in the foothills, so we don't really have

much space for palaces or jewels or..." He stopped. Marilise

had whirled away from him in a dramatic swish of blue silk and

golden hair and sunk to the stone floor of the tower room. He
thought he heard a few suppressed sobs, and he took a hesitant

step toward her. The armor clanked a warning before he'd lifted

his foot higher than an inch off the flagstones, and she threw up
a restraining arm. "I'm sorry," he said. "I wish I had a palace and

a coach and satin gowns to offer you, but I don't."
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A delicate sob choked off halfway through, and Marilise

raised her head. A few teardrops hovered on her lashes, but

her eyes were less tragic than annoyed. "How old are you?" she

demanded.
"Twenty-two," Aldric said. His voice had more bite than

he intended and less than he felt. "You're sixteen, I suppose?"

"Eighteen, thank you very much," Marilise snapped.

"And I can't believe that by twenty-two they haven't yet taught

you that you're supposed to vow to win all those things for me,

not just apologize for your lack of them. You must be the most

rustic prince ever to live."

"Listen," said Aldric. "You might want to keep in mind
that I have just crossed the Stinking Swamp, fought two ogres,

outsmarted a witch, slain a dragon, and climbed the fifteen

flights of stairs in this tower to rescue you. Do you think you

could be a little nicer?"

She huffed irritably. "I'm doing my best. It's just

disappointing."

"I am not going to go questing for sapphires, no matter

how disappointed you are."

"Oh, shut up," said Marilise. "I can get sapphires from my
parents. They happen to rule the largest kingdom for a thousand

leagues in any direction, after all. But I don't suppose you'd

concern yourself with that - not when the sheep need to be fed,

anyway."

Aldric shoved his gauntlets under one arm and clenched

his hand around the rim of his helmet, wishing he could knock

the princess in the head with it. "Would you care to descend,

madam?" he asked through gritted teeth.

"You go first," said Marilise. "In case there's an ambush."

The climb down the stairs was considerably faster than

the climb up. Aldric attributed it to his wish of putting as much
distance between himself and the princess behind him. His back

prickled in warning when he heard her soft footsteps getting

closer, and he found that he was unreasonably grateful for the

presence of his armor to protect him from her. He all but threw

himself down the last flight of stairs and emerged onto the grass

outside the tower with a strong desire to run and hide before she

caught sight of him.



She was too fast for him. "That's your horse, then?" she

asked, tripping hghtly over the grass and pointing at his large

brown mare, who stood grazing unconcernedly next to the vast

scaly body of the dragon that had guarded Marilise. She frowned

at the sight.

"Are you all right?" Aldric asked. It suddenly occurred to

him that perhaps a dragon corpse was not the thing to put her at

ease, and he started toward it. "I can move this, if you'd like."

"Don't bother," she said, sounding absolutely disgusted.

"I wish you hadn't bothered in the first place. I've been locked up
here for two years - it's bloody boring in a tower you know - and

what do I get out of it? A shepherd prince on a fat brown horse

who doesn't even know to prolong the fight with the dragon to

make it suitably epic and dangerous!" Marilise kicked savagely at

a clump of grass. "What am I supposed to do with that?"

Aldric looked at her. She was very beautiful, of course,

and very wealthy, and her kingdom was indeed very powerful.

But...but...

"Nothing," said Aldric. "Bella!" the mare lifted her head

and trotted over to him. Aldric shoved helmet and gauntlets into

one of her saddlebags and mounted up.

Marilise stared up at him. "What do you think you're

doing?" she demanded.

He touched Bella's flanks with his heels and turned her

so that he faced Marilise. "Having freed you from your dread

captors, your highness," said Aldric. "I take my leave of you, and

not a minute too soon. I congratulate you on your freedom."

"Wait!" she said, grabbing Bella's bridle. "It's not

supposed to work like that. You can't just leave me here. How am
I going to get home?"

"If you'd like, I can tell the prince of Cambria Major that

you're in need of transportation," said Aldric, grinning. "Or I can

send over a sheep for you to ride."
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Reda Masincup

Mind Explosion

us-
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Rebecca Teachey

Redefining Motherhood

There are tears and tantrums some mornings when we
were far too late getting into bed the night before. Sometimes if

I'm too quiet she will run through the house calling my name. If

I don't answer she begins to cry, her cheeks turning red as tears

stream down her face. When she finally finds me she will ask why
I didn't answer, "Would I ever leave you?" I ask. "No" she sniffles,

"Then why do you have to cry?" I push her into responsibility,

making her own bed, earning ice cream money by dusting and
even vacuuming. I am trying to protect her. From the sins of

irresponsibility and poor planning, having a child too young,

picking the wrong guy. I want her life to be better than the one

we're living now. I'm proud of her at the same time.

It began with the gushing of fluid between the thighs,

followed by cramping that seized my body in an unyielding fist.

As I was being wheeled down the hallway to the maternity ward,

it occurred to me that I had no other option but to endure the

next unknown hours of labor and give birth. The golden glow

of pregnancy vanished, leaving me with soaked clothing and
marshmallow puffy feet.

There is a difference between sharing your body with a

little creature who quietly kicks and tumbles inside ofyou and
answering the 2 am cry that will only be silenced by you leaving

the comfort ofyour bed and returning with the required bottle or

clean diaper. New mothers are expected to be enthralled with the

wonder of this tiny and miraculous creature. Because they once

breathed the same air, ate the same foods and shared the same
skin they are supposed to have some mystical connection that

transcends human explanations. I was delighted with my child

of course. I just never seemed to connect with her in the way I

had expected when I was wandering through the peaceful days of

pregnancy. I never knew what was going on inside that tiny head

and her crying was often a mystery. She was nice to hold and cute

to look at with her soft pink skin, even if her face contorted into

a blood red scream every time she was given a bath. She seemed
to love vomiting everywhere no matter how well she was burped.

And on occasion she just would not stop crying. I was proud of

her new accomplishments: crawling, searching for ladybugs and
dust bunnies to stuff past her toothless grin. Walking, where she

grabbed on to the bookshelf and swayed, taking those first brave
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steps before falling on her cushioned bottom. First real foods,

pureed goo in bottles that left me relieved she was finally keeping

down her dinner. For the first few months I diligently recorded

these moments in her pink Precious Moments baby book. Then I

returned to work and the priorities shifted to dinner, bath time and

getting to work the next day.

After transferring me to the bed the nurse wrapped a

monitor around my stomach so that we could watch the fluctuating

waves of pain and listen to the baby's heartbeat. I have lost most

of the early hours of giving birth, but I recall having to be released

from the tangle of wires in order to waddle to the bathroom to pee

and sharply demanding that John turn off the television as another

wrenching pain clawed its way through me.

John and I met when he was married, father of two, working

two jobs and according to him, sleeping on the couch. He packed his

things into trash bags that were thrown into my car and proposed

a few months later. One pregnancy test later we were living in my
family's decaying old home. His divorce was finalized two days after

our wedding. He would accuse of me being irresponsible when the

baby rolled of the bed and didn't want to let anyone besides us hold

her or care for her. He wouldn't let her touch animals, even dogs or

cats. Hanging out with guy friends was forbidden, with girlfriends

suspicious. My friends stopped calling. Two months before our first

anniversary I contacted a lawyer.

The pain was coming faster, rolling through my stomach in

ripples that were visible to the naked eye. I could no longer sleep

in between the contractions and decided that it was time for drugs.

"No, not the epidural," I insisted, "something else." The nurse began

inserting the needle. I looked away, my body limp from the hours of

self-abuse. A contraction began again and I looked over in time to

see the nurse hastily covering my arm with a cloth to hide the blood

pooling fi:-om the needle entry. She quickly reassured me everything

was fine as they moved the IV drip to my left side and resumed
inserting the needle into my veins. As the drugs took hold I slipped

blissfully into someplace warm and comforting, commenting
blearily that now I understood why people became junkies.

John and I separated the same way we met. Except now
the trash bags were in the back of an ancient junky brown station

wagon, faded to a light tan with peeling paint that I signed the title

over to gladly. Suddenly my life and my daughter were completely

mine. We developed our own routines, snuggling in bed together

every night to read a book. It was at this point that we began to

connect as she developed her grasp of our language and I found
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myself talking to her more. We fixed dinner together and she

helped pick out the menu and rinse the dishes, stretching over

into the sink on her toes from the stool beside me. Toilet training

began with a musical potty that would play "Row Your Boat" as a

reward whenever she flushed. The crib was exchanged for a twin

bed with a water resistant mattress cover and a pink quilt covered

with ladybugs and butterflies. A year and a half later the toddler

days were over and just as suddenly it was time for her to begin

preschool. I looked around, dazed and disoriented. Where exactly

had the baby gone? More medical forms, documentation, meetings

with teachers and then it was time for the first big step. There were

three ofthem in fact. I sobbed brokenheartedly after helping her

up those giant steps onto the school bus. She would ride all the

way across town and spend 8 hours a day, five days a week with

complete strangers.

I was never a terribly overprotective mother even when she

was a baby. Let her eat the ladybugs, if she doesn't like them she'll

spit them out. If she falls, wait and see what she does. If it hurts

badly enough she'll cry and might have a bruise. But these had been
my decisions based on my knowledge of her. What ifthese people

didn't understand her the way I did?

The pain was back and the drugs weren't helping. The
doctor and nurse finally came into the room and announced that I

was dilated enough to give birth. The doctor, a woman, was dressed

in a green robe with a facemask and gloves and not very sympathetic

with my pain. They took away the end of the bed and ordered me to

scoot down to the edge, placing my feet in the stirrups. As the doctor

began ordering me to push the nurses held my knees back to my
chest.

I returned to school the fall that she started preschool.

Plunging from a steady paycheck into the uncertainty of an

academic career. Our routines changed to include homework, hers

filled with glue sticks, glitter and beans fastened to construction

paper and handed over with sticky-handed pride. She beamed as

I praised each new creation before filing it away into a three ring

binder, bought especially for displaying her accomplishments. Her
features had changed right before my eyes, the alien shape of her

baby face rounding into a real person who sometimes seems very

far away, but when spoken to lights up with interest. Her smile,

when real and uninhibited lights the back of her eyes and stretches

to her cheeks. I can't stop myselffrom smiling when she laughs.

Sometimes she ducks her head and hides behind me when meeting

new people. If they ask her a question she will then spring into a
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stream of conversation about the latest gossip from her classmates,

"Charles got in trouble today" or every story she knows about the

snakes that have found their way into our house. I have to be careful

to only say things in front of her that can be repeated without

embarrassment.

The other evening I watched her, sprawled on her stomach

on the floor, chin resting on her hands, size 5T legs splayed out

behind as she watched the television. As I looked at her I realized

that she wasn't just "my daughter". This compact little body held all

of the makings of a complete and individual person with her own
ideas, worries and complex thoughts. I suddenly missed the days of

carefree babyhood when she laughed just to feel body shake and the

giddy sensation of happiness. When she didn't have to think about

everything before she said it, when time was a commodity that we
didn't need to carve out to spend together. The past few years have

been a race to complete my education so that I could "be there for

her" whenever she needs me. I wonder if somehow in the midst of it

all I missed my chance at that deep-rooted connection.

I cried out with pain and sobbed that I couldn't push

anymore. The nurses allowed my legs to relax and I lay back against

the pillows. Another contraction began and the doctor ordered me
to push one last time. Bearing down, her head split the opening,

with one more push her shoulders slid through and landed in the

doctor's hands. As my daughter entered the world, forced out in a

wash ofblood and squeezing muscles, I accepted the role of mother.

Later, the medication wearing off, my body aching from the stitches,

I still had no idea what my new title actually meant.

She entered kindergarten this year. I race home to wait

for her at the bus stop. When she arrives she is bubbling over with

something new and exciting, "Thyanna was mean to me today."

"I got an A+ on my school work!" "We had art today and I drew

a picture for you and one for daddy!" Listening to her all ofmy
worrying vanishes and I no longer feel tired. We discuss our days

in the car or each evening as we prepare dinner, our conversations

becoming more like those between two friends. It is here that I feel

we have truly connected. After dinner she will play nearby while

I work on my own homework, interrupting occasionally since she

wants to sit on my lap while I type. I explain why that won't work
and shoo her off to finish playing or send her to take a shower and
get ready for bed. She returns later, suds still dripping from her

hair, wrapped in her Pooh Bear towel, just to make certain I am still

there.
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Briana Deane

Beneath The Table Top

There was a time (I can't remember dates,

but to recall it lately always hurts),

I'd sneak into a room with purple plates

and crawl beneath the table's lacy skirts.

I'd sit among the legs of high-backed chairs

(the ones he promised long ago to fix).

I'd dream while the grown-ups were upstairs,

under raspberry-dripping candlesticks.

Tucked away, I'd wait for them to come;

I'd pretend it was my favorite game.

Humming softly, chewing bubble-gum,

I'd wait, wait, wait, but no one ever came.

So I'd dream to clinking crystal tears,

the lullabies of Mother's chandeliers.
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Julia Patt

Canned Tomatoes

Debbie Dawson believes there are two kinds of cooks:

those who eat their own creations and those who do not. She

raises the wooden spoon to her hps and laps up a bit of sauce.

Too sweet. A little heavy on the tomatoes, she thinks and

splashes in another measure of red wine. Then dash of her secret

mixture - parsley, garlic, oregano, and that unnamed something

everyone tastes but no one can identify.

Debbie hasn't cooked with measuring spoons in three

years. She hasn't cooked with a recipe in two. The terror of the

unmeasured ingredient, of the imprecise cook time instilled

by her Monday night culinary classes has evaporated into the

pleasant smells of her kitchen - nutmeg and baked bread, even

when there's nothing in the oven. Turning the burner down
to low, just to simmer, she squints at the digital clock on the

microwave. 6:57. Herb is late again.

"Why don't you get reading glasses?" Shirley asks from

the kitchen doorway. She is barefoot and twenty, wearing only a

gray Penn State tee shirt and oversized, plaid pajama pants.

"An old woman's vanity," Debbie replies and turns back

to the counter. She swirls the red Bordeaux around in her glass

and takes another sip. Herb will be home soon. "Care for a little

early dinner?"

Only a few years ago, Shirley would have made a quip

about her evil stepmother trying to poison her. Now, she is quiet

for a moment. "Did you already add it?" Her lashes flicker over

her brown eyes, and Debbie thinks of moth wings. She smiles,

tries to unclench her jaw.

"Of course not, your father isn't home yet. I would like

some company, if you would like some pasta." She pours the

water out over the strainer; the steam jets hot and fast into her

face, dampening the soft curls around her forehead. She tosses

the fusilli with olive oil. Shirley is still standing behind her,

hesitant.

"There's only one secret ingredient in this sauce and it's

plant-based," Debbie tells her. She piles two plates with the curly

pasta and ladles out a generous serving of her famous tomato
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sauce. Canned tomatoes, she often sneers to herself, are the

haven of lazy cooks. "Care for some wine?" she asks Shirley, and

fills a glass before she can muster the standard protest. "I won't

tell your father, if you won't."

Shirley finally sits down, sniffs the wine, and takes a

cautious mouthful. She swirls it around her mouth, swallows,

and sniffs it again. Spears a piece of fusilli. Sighs. "You have

gotten really good at this stuff," she tells her stepmother.

Debbie chews thoughtfully. "Still not quite right," she

replies, "but I suppose it's alright for a Wednesday meal." Herb

saves the best for Sunday, traditionally. It will be liver this

weekend. From that lawyer.

"You're too hard on yourself. Dad will love it," Shirley

tells her. "I wish I could cook something half this good. Todd
might actually take us seriously if I can cook." She pauses to

register Debbie's expression. "Not that I just want to be some
housewife, you know. But ... it could help."

"Whenever you want cooking lessons, just let me
know," Debbie says. "Once you get the basics down, it's all

embellishment after that. Red sauce, white sauce, quickbreads,

roast." She stops. "I guess you won't be doing roast."

"Vegetarian, six years and going strong," Shirley tells her

with a quick smile. In the other room, the door slams. Shirley

stiffens. "That will be Dad," she says and stands up, plate in

hand. "See you later."

"Debs? Shirley?" Herb strolls into the room, just as the

swinging door whooshes shut behind his daughter. He looks

after it, puzzled. "What did I do?" He is a small, lean man in

glasses; his suit is neat and pressed. He carries a tupperware

container that Debbie takes without comment. She begins

spooning the cooked contents into the remaining sauce, turns

the burner up.

"Oh, she's just having boy trouble again," Debbie tells

him after the last browned hunk splashes into the pot. "Gimme a

kiss." Herb obliges, squeezes her round hip in that friendly way.

"How was work?"

"Fine, fine," he says. "Tara, the new secretary, decided to

reverse-alphabetize the system. Now all the front files list my
Z-X-Y clients." They both laugh. She stirs the sauce, now lumpy
with its newest ingredient. "Oh," Herb adds softly, his narrow
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face darkening. "We'll have to change the menu for Sunday. The

liver was bad. Swollen. Cirrhosis, you know."

"What?" Debbie taps the wooden spoon on the side of

the pot sending small red globes back into the juice. "I never

would have pinned that man for a drirlker. He seemed perfectly

healthy."

"I know, I know," Herb says and takes a gulp from

Shirley's discarded wine glass. "But it seems we have an

alternative." He meets her eyes in a way she's grown familiar

with in the past five years. The look says, you won't be happy

with this. You won't be happy with this, but please trust me. I

need you to trust me. "Take a look."

Debbie rubs her hands clean on a towel and hurries

into the living room. The boy is skinny and wide-eyed, ten or

eleven by the looks of his stubble-less face and boney wrists. His

expression is as clear and untroubled as new glass. He looks at

her and says, "I volunteered. I don't mind."

Debbie spins on her heel, nearly crashing into Herb. "I

think the sauce is done, honey." He stops, shuffles his glasses up
his nose with one quick gesture.. "I know what you're thinking,

but I didn't kidnap him. And think of the tenderness of the meat.

Just like veal."

She stumbles past him, grabbing the countertop as if to

anchor herself. The sauce is burbling gently. She turns down the

burner. She looks at her wooden spoon, stained Bordeaux red.

Debbie Dawson believes there are two kinds of cooks: those who
eat their own creations and those who do not.
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Virginia Lightfoot

In The Silence After An Argument

I think of all the things

I should have said,

beautiful and persuasive words

that would have made a difference

or made peace,

like a blonde Miss America.

These words would have glittered

like a tiara, giving me confidence.

Now, they don't matter.

I've missed my chance.

I regret the things I've said,

the / dont want to hear about it,

which probably sounded more
like an / don't care.

I am sorry for the thorny tone ofmy voice

as I struggled to be convincing.

I want to stuff such despicable things

into the back of my closet,

where they will collect cobwebs

and be harmless.

In the silence after

an argument,

I want to cry.

I have thrown my emotions

like a two-year-old throws

detested foods across the table,

and I dislike being angry.
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Anonymous

New Year

Shivering, she savors the tightness in her moist hps as

she clamps them down on the filter, and she rummages in her

silk-lined pockets for her lighter. Wretched Prometheus on the

glacial city streets, she holds her breath until she hears thej^
and smells the butane. You would never walk up to a stranger

and ask them for a lick of their ice cream. But in any city, in

any country, you could approach a smoker and ask to bum one.

Instant spark, instant connection. Every smoker knows what it's

like to be without a cigarette.

She watches the smoke trailing into the air in exquisite

patterns, like oil mixing with water. She feels the hot air in her

throat and lungs like soup, only less like curing a cold and more
like scratching an itch. It's January, and the people walking

past are covered in down and cashmere and wool and fleece,

wrapped and zippered and tightly bundled, their forms tense and

grimacing. She clutches her coat around her, defiant, unwilling

to button it and lock her body away inside. She rolls the cigarette

between her index and middle fingers, and brings it back to her

lips. Like putting danger in your mouth, he said.

She glances at her watch, and sees that she has only two

minutes left in her break. The cheriy winks at her, and the edges

of her mouth curl up as she replies with a smile. A crumb of ash

falls from the cigarette and lands on her coat, where it burns a

small hole. She drops the cigarette to the ground and digs at it

fiercely with her heel, then puts her now-unoccupied hands in

her pockets, and turns back into the cafe.

He had ordered the roast beef on rye—hold the pickle,

please. It was March, and he didn't want anything cold and
crunchy. She tried to reassure him that by the time it made
its way to him, it would have sat out long enough to get warm
and soggy, and he laughed. His smile was quixotic and his eyes

like large frosted-grey grapes. His cigarette lay on the ashtray,

basking over the rim, the smoke wistfully climbing the air. She

lingered at the table after delivering his sandwich, smiling,

touching her neck and collarbone with the tips of her fingers. He
asked her if she had lived in Baltimore long, she asked him what
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he did for a living. An irate look from her manager forced her

to be bold—she scribbled her number on a napkin and walked

away.

She had lived in town for eight months, sharing her little

apartment with a folding table, packaged soup, a closet half-full

of clothing, and a cat called Mingus. She would return to the

room at night and put on the hot, gestural rhythms of Charlie

Parker or John Coltrane, lying on a camp bed in the dark,

stroking Mingus' fur. The grimy walls were covered in tacked-up

posters of anything with color, and in the moonlight she could

see suggestive whispers of BQimt's love roses and Thiebaud's

motley sweets. Her neighbors were silent in the night, and so

was she.

He called, and they met at an art gallery his friend

managed. They walked from piece to piece, and he asked her

what she thought. She felt like he was testing her. She stopped in

front of a large square painting of red. Red patent leather Mary-

Janes, red blood on a lacy slip, red beating hearts. The images

were framed with the words "get out of my life, Rose Red and

Snow White—get out ofmy bed, or you will never wed, the bear

said." He asked her if she wanted a white wine, and she blushed.

"I'm sorry," she said, "I'm not twenty-one. They'll ask me." He
paused.

"I didn't know," he replied, "you seemed older."

They went next door for coffee, and he asked her about

her parents, and where she was going to school. She could feel

her stomach floating in her belly, and her palms were moist.

She told him about leaving home, where her father never left his

armchair and her mother sat at the kitchen table, knitting and

humming "Blue Suede Shoes"—under her breath so her husband

wouldn't hear. She told him that the carpet in the house was

orange and the walls were covered in bamboo-paper, and the

door on the rusty metal gate around the lot clanged in the wind.

She told him how she got her acceptance letter from the

state school, and packed her clothes and books and records and

left one day while her mother was at the store and her father

was watching Oprah. She had called about the apartment weeks

earlier, and had saved up for the deposit. When she had put her

bags in the room, she went downstairs and out onto the street,

looking for a church.
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She told him about wandering through good and bad

blocks, and stopping in front of Our Lady of Victory. She had

entered, genuflected, and sat down in a pew. She had placed her

hands down on her knees, and as her hands met the skin of her

thighs she had realized that she was in church without black

tights for the first time in her life. Good thing her mother wasn't

there to see. She had remained motionless for two hours, then

stood and walked out.

He was intrigued. "Your first night here, and you went

to church?" She told him that her mother taught Sunday school,

and that she had always gone to Catholic schools. He asked her

what they taught her there. "To decline nouns all day long," she

said, "and how to dance in Britney Spears videos." He laughed.

She told him about the more obscure books she was reading

in her literature classes, and he sat forward in his chair. "I

like that," he said, "I love that you've reading books I've never

encountered before." She breathed in, the air near his face

scented with aftershave and smoke.

He walked her back to her apartment, and stopped at

the landing. "So," he said, "you're erudite, well-read, like good
music, and you're cute. What's wrong with you?" She thought,

and grinned for the first time all evening.

"I maim and kill small animals," she said. He returned

the smile. "Well, I can live with that," he said, and added
wickedly, "but they can't." She was still laughing when she closed

the door of the lobby.

He called and asked her to meet him at his apartment. He
was going to make dinner. She arrived with a bottle of wine that

she persuaded another waitress to buy for her at the store down
the street. He opened the door and she handed him the bottle.

"White wine for you," she said. "Perfect," he said, eyeing the

label, and heading back into the kitchen, "we're having halibut.

I've got a hollandaise on the burner. Do you like mushrooms?"
She called her answer back to him and surveyed the living room.

Spartan, harsh, and utilitarian, but not without an aesthetic. His

furniture was black, except for a red rug and white upholstery on
the chairs at the table. There was no dust anywhere—under the

couch, the tables, by the walls, on the bookshelves. She perused

the volumes on the shelves—Yeats and Vonnegut and DeLillo.
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There was a vase of flowers on a side table, and she stopped, her

breath caught in her chest. She put her purse on the sofa and

joined him in the kitchen.

"You Hke stargazer hhes," she said. He stirred the sauce,

absently. "Hm?"
"The flowers on the table out there," she repeated,

"stargazer lilies." "Oh, is that what they are?" he responded, "I

thought they looked nice."

"They're my favorite flowers," she said. "Lucky guess," his

eyes flared with his smile. "Lucky," she said.

She ate slowly, deliberately, and he finished ten minutes

before her. He talked about his job, and feeling old at twenty-

five, and graduating college early, and being sick of the club

scene that dominated his friends' time together. She helped him
wash the dishes, and as she was folding the dish towel he caught

her waist and pulled her to him, kissing her softly at first, and

then harder. She tasted the smoke in his mouth. She felt the

counter's edge pressed into the small of her back, and his hands

at her chin and neck and shoulders. The album had finished, and

the apartment was quiet save the sound of their breathing.

She wasn't a virgin—like so many other girls who had

promised the nuns to remain pure for their husbands, she had

caved, and not for any real reason. There was nothing to do in

Bethel after the arcade closed. He was her neighbor, and they

hadn't even gotten on well together until the warm giddiness

of boxed wine had forged a communion in their friend Bobby's

basement. It had lasted all of two minutes, and she was grateful.

He tossed the condom out of the car window and buttoned his

jeans, his barely-stubbled face flushed and sweaty. She raised

herself back up into a sitting position on the vinyl back-seat, sore

and awkward, pulling her panties back up her legs. He called her

the next weekend to see a movie. "I can't," she replied, "I have to

wash my hair." He told his friends on the basketball team that

she was frigid, and she spent her Saturday nights from then on at

home, reading, or letting Thelonius Monk's difficult and dizzying

melodies waft over her like clouds of smoke.
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Ffft. A light in the dark, and he Ht the cigarette in his

mouth. She lay next to him in the bed, aware of her nakedness,

even under the sheets. He took a deep, long drag, and passed

the cigarette to her. She had smoked enough illicit cigarettes in

the girls' bathroom in high school to know not to inhale. The

smoke felt slightly acrid in her throat, but she pretended to enjoy

it, and returned the cigarette to him. He turned on his side and

stroked her bare arm. "It's been a while," he said. "For me, too,"

she said. She thought of Mingus, alone on the camp bed without

her for the first time. "I can leave," she said, "if you want me to."

He smiled at her, and shook his head. Mingus would have to deal

with it.

The next morning she woke up alone. He had left her

toast and orange juice on the kitchen table. She walked back to

her apartment, and found Mingus burrowed underneath her

blanket. She put extra food in his bowl, grabbed her books, and

left for class.

He would call and ask her to come over for dinner, and

he would show her how to braise lamb or sautei6 asparagus.

Sometimes he would ask her to meet him somewhere. She had

never eaten tapas, or Thai food, or sushi. He would never order

for her, or demand that she try anything, unprompted. She

would ask, "what's good here?" and he would tell her. She would

mention that she had seen a movie. "What did you like about

it?" he would ask. She would tell him, and he would say, "yes,

but what about it was unique or original? What did it make you

think?" And she would smile and think as hard as she could to

please him.

She would ask him to set the alarm on Sunday mornings

so she could get to Mass on time. He would sigh, and give her

a skeptical look. "Don't you think that place is bad for you?"

he asked her the first time, "they teach you not to think for

yourself." She would shake her head, and reply, "they teach me
to be kind." She would tell him, "that's how I hear it. The rest is

between me and G-d." Some weeks, he would convince her to

stay in bed instead. She would to confession those nights, and

apologize to a priest with breath that smelled like garlic, even

through the screen.
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Once he brought her to a party at his boss's house, in the

outer suburbs—long stretches of homogenous mansions proudly

squatting in stifling small lots. There were hamburgers and hot

dogs and kids playing on the summer grass. She sat with him

as he smoked a cigar with his work team, and they talked about

the new contract they were negotiating. A ball landed at her feet,

followed shortly by the small girl with ringlets who had thrown

it. She bent down on one knee to meet her, and handed her the

ball. "What do you say?" she asked. "Thank you," said the little

girl, and ran back to friends.

She stood, and saw that he was watching her intently. He
put his arm around her shoulder with his free hand. She needed

to use the powder room, and found her host to ask him where

it was. He told her, "you know, you should hold on to him. He's

got a great future ahead, he really does." She replied, "Yes, I do

intend to stick around, Sir," and lowered her eyes as she turned

away.

He never asked to see her apartment; they always

returned to his at the end of the night. Their lovemaking was

sometimes routine, and sometimes surprising. She was used to

seeing farm boys—sometimes lanky, sometimes stocky—driving

tractors shirtless in the summer, or swimming on the bay. His

body was thick and sinewy, not lean, and slightly soft around

the middle. He liked to run his hands over the slight plumpness

of her lower belly, the only round shape on her otherwise long,

birdlike frame. His fingers would trace the arc of her pelvic bone

and she would feel beautiful and truly naked. Afterwards, they

would share a cigarette. He would blow smoke rings at her, and

she would laugh, so he taught her how to do it. It was too good.

One night after dinner she was rummaging in his top

bureau drawer for batteries, and she found an envelope. Inside

were pictures, some of a woman alone, and some of that same
woman and him. She was beautiful, with long, thick hair that fell

to her waist, and generous curves. He was in the shower, so she

sat down on the bed and looked through them. They had dates

on the back, some as far back as seven years, and some as recent

as ten months. She did not notice the water turn off, and she did

not notice him standing in the doorway. He walked over to her,

and she looked up, suddenly guilty. He took the photos from her
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hands and returned them to the envelope, which he then placed

back in the drawer, and shut it. She said nothing.

He said, "It was for a long time. We met in high school.

She's a lawyer now. She married one of her old law professors

last month." She put her hand on his thigh and squeezed it

lightly, but he stood abruptly, and her hand was knocked off.

"I have to brush my teeth," he said. She slid under the covers,

pulling the duvet up to her chin. He turned off the light in the

bathroom, walked over to the table next to his bed, fiddled

with the alarm, and then joined her under the duvet. "I have

a meeting tomorrow," he said, turning away from her. The
apartment was silent, and she lay awake, her fingers crested over

her stomach, tapping the percussive rhythm of Bitches Brew
along her ribs.

She woke with him the next morning, and watched him
dress in the blue dawn light that shone in from the window
above the bed. "I have to go out of town for a few months," he

said. She did not know he had realized that she was awake, and

she jumped a little. "How long?" she asked. "Five months," he

said, "We need to close this deal. They want me there to oversee

it." She paused, thinking, then said, "when will you leave?" "Next

week," he said. "I think we should agree to see other people

then." He fussed with his tie. She rose, sitting, wrapping her

arms around her legs. "For then, or for after, too?", she asked.

He tied the knot, and pulled the end through. "I don't know," he

said, "I guess we'll just see." He pulled on his jacket, walked over

to the bed, and kissed her chastely on her forehead. "Either way,

I'd like to see you before I go," he said. "I'll call you." He picked

up his briefcase and walked out the door. Moments later, she

heard the front door open and shut with a bang. She sat there,

immobile, for a long time.

Then she got up and dressed, and picked up the little

scattered remnants of herself that had accumulated over time-
hair ties, sweaters, lipstick, and a notebook. She made the bed,

and gathered her things. She locked the door behind her.

He did call, and they arranged to meet at a little Greek

restaurant in the inner harbor. They did not say much during

dinner, except to share a smile when the (male) waiter tried

to flirt with him. On the way back, they were caught in the

rain—the heavens opened and a torrent of water plummeted
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down on the city. They were soaked through when they arrived

at his apartment. "Take off your clothes," he said, "and I'll put

them in the dryer. They'll be dry when you leave." He gave her

a t-shirt to wear, and they watched a movie in the living room.

The film finished, and he shifted, and slowly stood and bent over

the monitor to turn it off. She remembers that her borrowed

shirt was supposed to be fitted, but it still fell to the middle of

her thighs. She remembers that the apartment was gloomy:

the color of dusk in a room with shades. She remembers the

way the apartment smelled, and she remembers the look on his

face when he turned from the television and looked at her. She

remembers him pulling the shirt up and off, unhooking her bra,

and then lifting her. She remembers wrapping her legs around

his waist and being kissed. She thought he would swallow her.

She cannot remember any more.

The next morning, she woke up alone. She took a shower,

standing in the tub for ten minutes after she had finished

washing herself, feeling the hot water dribble down her back

and legs. She made the bed, and went out to the kitchen. There

was no toast, no orange juice on the table. She locked the door

behind her, and walked down the stairs and out onto the street.

She saw a newsstand by the corner, and she stopped. She walked

over, and asked for a pack of cigarettes. She opened it, and
realized she didn't own a lighter.

She tried to resume her life as though he has not

punctured it. She went to work, serving sandwiches and muffins

to the empty faces that passed through the cafe. Mingus had
himself the option of a regular bedfellow again, but now slept

on a blanket by the air conditioning. She lay in the camp bed,

smoking and pla3dng her album of Mingus and Joni Mitchell

to woo him back, but he had long lost his affinity for jazz. She

went to her classes, where she no longer knew what to write.

Her professor said, "tell a secret and tell a lie, and don't let your

readers know which is which." But she couldn't put pen to paper

and tell either.

A month later she saw him at the grocery store, perusing

the pasta isle. She walked over to him, and touched his arm.

He started, and smiled. "I had to come back for a meeting

tomorrow," he said, "but there was no food in my apartment."
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She said, "I've missed you." He nodded. "Forget it," he said, "Let

me take you out to dinner. For old times." They went to a small

pizzeria down the street, and he told her about California, where

the sun shined every day. She listened, thoughtfully, then stopped

him. "This is silly," she said, "we should be together. I don't mind

that you're away from here. I mind that you're away from me."

He chewed his pizza, and swallowed. He said, "I have missed you,

I have." He said, "but you have these feelings and I don't think

I can right now." She said, "I don't care. I don't need you to love

me." He reached over the table, and slid his hand over hers.

He paid the check, and they walked down the street,

talking, about her classes and going to concerts and how he

dressed like a punk in high school. They found themselves at

the door to her building. They walked up, and she opened her

room. Mingus darted under the bed. "His name is Mingus," she

said. He smiled, uneasy. She switched on her electric kettle and

made them each cups of tea. She turned to him, and kissed him,

and began unbuttoning his shirt, pushing it open and spreading

her hands over his chest. He gripped her arms, suddenly, and

pushed her against the wall.

They knew each other's body, the way the other kissed

and touched and smelled, but it was different in this new place.

His movements were awkward, and irreverent, and unsure,

as they never had been before. She squirmed beneath him,

suddenly afraid. He stopped, and pulled out of her. "It's not

right," he said, "this is wrong. I just don't love you. I won't. You
should be with someone who can be what you need." He pulled

on his underwear, and groped around for his clothes. She lay on

the floor, suddenly deaf, and so very naked in the cold October

room. She found a shirt, and pants, and sandals. He was still

looking for his socks.

"I can't be here," she mumbled, not looking at him. She

opened the door, and ran out into the street, following the path

she had walked so few times from her own apartment. Our Lady

was dark, but open, and she went inside and sat in the pack pew.

She did not pray. She could not breathe. She sat all night, and

when the light began to hum through the stained glass windows
on the east she suddenly stirred. She walked out of the church,

smelled the city air, and reached into her pockets instinctively.

No cigarettes, no lighter.
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She walked back to her apartment, and found her door

unlocked. Mingus was on the bed. She sat down, waiting for him
to jump up and run away. He sat very still. She stroked his fur

and he sat, erect, watching her. She crawled under the blanket

and fell asleep.

She serves a cup of coffee, two pieces of pie, and a cookie.

On her way back to the kitchen, a random hand palms her

bottom. She turns, but cannot tell who the offender is. It's 11:57;

time to close. She hangs her apron on a hook, pulls her coat on,

grabs her bag, and waves goodbye to Julie behind the counter.

She walks down the street, and stops at a bench, where she sits

and lights up in the darkness. In the January air, her breath

is the consistency of the exhaled smoke-but it bursts into the

air without subtlety, unlike the smoke, which curls licentiously

upward with grace and poise. Julie, walking down the street,

sees her, and sits down on the bench next to her, "New Year,"

she says. "You do anything?"
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Sarah Ansani

Not Far From Home
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Rebecca Teachey

Tennis Shoes on the Telephone Lines

An NPR report offers relief

From the hammering pleas of the spring fund drive

A new program

Enlightens the middle class

No checking account

No car

No daycare

For one brief day they must survive

As poor people

A Georgia woman speaks

Four kids

One job

One small apartment

She wants everyone to understand

Poverty

Caring for her two children

And her crack-head cousin's as well

There are tennis shoes on the telephone lines

She says

That's how you know
When the crack dealers move in

My body jerks

I sit up behind the steering wheel

What did she say?

There are tennis shoes on the telephone lines

In my neighborhood

Central Virginia

The middle of Nowhere
They appeared one day

Years ago

A practical joke

I thought
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I come to the turn

Pausing at the fork in the road

Straight ahead

Tennis shoes dangle from the Hnes

If I turn right

There's a second pair overhead

It's time to leave

RUNAWAY!!
My instincts cry

If there's crack already

Soon there will be gangs

Take your daughter

While you still can

I turn right

Drive under the scuffed white tennis shoes

Their laces tied together

Suspended in the air

NPR has reached their goal

I am enlightened
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Rosalyn Wheeler

Serenity Standing
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Dawn Martin

Look to the East

i found god in a wheel chair the other day, when i was

wheeUng by on the way to radiation, i stopped to chat but found

i didnt have much to say, he just smiled and waved me by. i walk

around now with needles in my veins, but i got to say, when
considering the alternative, i dont really mind.

it was a long long walk home from the doctor's office, i flick

on the light and say hello to my thongs hanging from my ceiling

fan, feed the rabbit, clean the fish, sweep the medical papers

and Tales of Horror required reading from my desk, check my
e-mail, send a letter, make a phone call, take a narc. and then its

strictly off to bed. lullabies sung to me when i was little reflect off

the thoughts in my head, i hear the drunkards sway and laugh

and fall outside my bedroom door.

i walk over bodies, over cigarette butts, over glass on my
way to the bathroom, i step over paper, over beer cans, over dead

roaches on my way back, contemplating Poe, st augustine, the

additions and subtractions of mathematical functions, i switch

off the Christmas tree lights on the fake palm tree.

i sing those song lyrics from Basement Jaxx in my head,

"you were a prophet from above/ then you came to suck my
blood/ my pain became my strength/ i was reborn/ i'm deaf

not dumb/ don't you forget it mister" and promptly forget what

i came into my room to do. something about sleep? searching

for the cigarettes i no longer keep in my bra drawer and no

longer smoke? i look once more for my missing cd player that,

somewhere, in the back ofmy mind, i know is in my friend's car,

but why not look for it anyway? gather up my sandals and head

back to guion to immerse myself in the sciences? i stand in the

darkened room, wondering why it is that in the dark everything

looks blue.

put on my trench coat, sans sandals, to go out into the

night, drawn by a moth to a black flame towards i know not

what, but i hope it is more entertaining, more comforting, will

allow me to breathe better, than just sitting here and rotting.

I need to write, to sit under a lamplight and suck my pen, to

release this poison through ink.
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Diary number 27, page 6:

"Crazy with the feel of hope wrapped around my shins, its

snakeskin coolness sliding across the hollows made by my
hip bones, slithering a succinct path up to curl around my
collarbones, hissing complacent whispers of nothing in general

against my skin, inhaling the taste of my neck with every sibilant

"s" and fang-sharp "h." Hope is such a funny thing. The more I

see of it, the more I want to posses this alien entity, but the more

I see of it, the more I fear its bite. Hair down around my face,

like a black thing from "The Ring" or some other Asian horror,

it's just me though. Wanting to take a bite of the proverbial

apple. Is it too much to ask that hope might be defanged? The

end, there is no more, you can go now."
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Rebecca Penny *

To the Absent Love

I do not know if I can accurately express,

To you,

The solitude of the gentle downpour of this afternoon

thunderstorm.

Far away here,

Gazing out of my window as the sky releases an almost

impossible deluge.

Laying on my too hard, rented bed with a pillow incomparable to

your loving shoulder.

The wash of the rain-

If I close my eyes-

Mimics the sweet hush of your restful breathing.

And the abruptness of the storm feels like the tangible release of

tensions in the instant you drift to sleep.

The storm cools the air noticeably.

I desire

The warm comfort of your strong arms in these moments
When the breeze sweeps into the room searching for the

resistance of a curtain.

As the scent of the humid forest rises upon the return •
,

Of the late afternoon sun,

I am drawn by the rejoicing of the jay and cardinal.

I will not be far

Forever

Returning as surely as

The sun returns to the horizon.
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Shavonne Clarke

The Process of Forgetting

How could I have known that forgetting is a process? I

thought it would be like losing track of time or leaving a kettle on

the stove. I didn't know that I would have to work at it.

It begins with the parts that you remember the most. The

things that people think don't matter, but that stay with your

subconscious. You can't see them, but if asked, you can point to

them. There's her footprint in the sole of that shoe, in that mark

on the sand; the curve of her eyes is in the shape of my lemon

wedge.

I can pretend I don't wake up immediately after I say it,

that it was just my dream-self, but I can feel the ache in my head

and I know.

Today I went back there, and because I went back, I had

to start all over again. The tiniest particles of her smell are in my
nose from when I opened an old hat box still full of her scent. It

came at me before I could correct myself and open the box by

degrees. I flung the lid off and it was all there again. I pulled her

bronzed baby shoe out and started to cry.

My husband, Robert, thinks I'm cheating the process,

trying to skip steps. He tells me that I'm "manophobic," which

is his blue-collar way of saying that I'm too frigid when it comes

time. He can't feel the forgetting because he never started trying

in the first place. I want to tell him that the elliptical

scar on my elbow from when I fell in the kitchen reminds me of

the curve of her leg. Instead I say something about it being the

funniest bone to hit. That's because things can't hurt as much as

they get closer to the heart.

People ask me things. Things like, "I can't believe how
well you keep this house up; it's a one-woman job, isn't it now?"

They play with the little glass animals on the mantel and look at

me with bright eyes and upright posture. I offer them food. Tea,

brownies—"Water?" I ask. And then, "Would you like lemon or

no?" If they say yes, I go into the kitchen and start cutting. We
talk around the wall and I divide my attention.
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I've only told one person about the things I can't stand.

My husband thinks I'm well-adjusted, that I like being punctual.

He asks me what he would do without me there to do his tie.

My favorite: putting a spoon, bowl and cereal out on the kitchen

counter every night after he goes to sleep. He thinks I came up

with that one on my own.

This is the truth: I miss leaving my keys on the dining

room table and only thinking of them when I've got my fingers

at the ignition. I miss the little tears at the bottom of my plastic

grocery bags that I can't have anymore because of the cotton one

he bought. I remember the way my hair used to be elegant or

unkempt, with strands sticking out either way, and the fact that

it didn't matter.

I miss the way she would take my finger in her grasp like

it was all she had—would ever have—and that was enough to live

by.

Tomorrow I will go back there. I will start the process

over again and I will tell Robert that it's a difficult thing, to finish

something. He will see the hat box, the frayed doll, the lined

photos, the little shoe, and he will think that yes, it is more than

a missed pill after dinner. It is more than an unlocked door. It is

more than that.
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Jessica Baker

August

Evening. Cicadas sing their deafening song. Sun is down
below the trees; haze on horizon shines pink hke dawn. Clouds

hang lazy and dry, looking like sunlight dancing on the bottom of

a pool. Oppressive fever of afternoon breaks with a hot breeze,

wet like then inside of a kiss. Moon rises fat and orange in

watery air.

Night slides across sky like jeans over legs, shaven and

hot out of the shower. Skin sticks to skin, drenched in the

honeysuckle sweat of summer. Clouds soaked and severe shift

over quiet stars. Sky bruises a dark gray-purple, like a black eye.

Air is pulled tight and gasping.

I am in my car, small beneath August sky. My clothes

smell like bagels and spilt green tea and coffee. Sweet, but

strange. Manmade. In my car, I roll all windows down, letting

tense and waiting air swallow me. Rock n Roll pours out ofmy
speakers; drums and bass answer distant grumble of sky.

And then, as I drive under amber street lights and onto

dark road beyond, sky snaps. Cracked in half as a tidal wave

washes the world, rinses sweat away as Earth approaches

orgasm.

Through water I follow break lights like red snake eyes

along my crumbling road home. I fly - 60, dodging potholes. In

this moment I am not afraid of death.

In this moment, there is no me to fear death.

I am not. The wild is.

And then I am home and shaking and laughing in my wet

grass. Lightning makes rain taste good. Not fresh but clean like

thunder. Rain tastes like the forest smells at night. Lightning

makes the rain taste vital.
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The boom becomes a distant mumble. The earth is dark

with hfe. So ahve that nothing moves, except the water dripping

from trees. Slowly I separate myself from the earth, remember

that / am. The moon appears again, white and cool. Crickets

take over the singing. Calm.
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Kylene Hayslett

Stars May Fall
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Virginia Lightfoot

A Magnificent Scar

The flame-colored liquid glass expanded into a sphere

as the glass-blower gave it his air. He set it aside to cool, and

it slowly regained its solidity and transparency. After a few

minutes, he reached for it again, heated it in the furnace, and

once more blew life into it. The fevered glass flushed red. Its

color mimicked the Christmas lights that had already been

displayed for a week or two, although December had hardly

started.

We had ridden to see the Christmas lights at the zoo last

night. We did this every year. Mama drove, and I sat with my
little sister in the back. Silence filled the car. There were so

many questions, so much I needed to know, but I had nothing to

say. The silence spoke for all three of us.

I'd never known how much a silence could say, how
deafening a quiet sob could be. I tried to suppress the noises of

my crying, hating to disturb the quiet, but wishing, all the while,

that one of us would voice what we were all feeling and just

scream. I thought, for a tenth of a second, "Maybe this is all a

dream, or a really horrible joke. It can't be real." Daddy was the

one I talked to every night, stopping whatever I was doing when
his car door closed in the front yard. We recommended books to

each other:

Watership Down, the Lord of the Rings trilogy, the

Harry Potter series. Daddy was the funny one.

My high school art teacher laughed as the owner

explained how his shop had gotten its name: One-Eared

Cow Glass. I wasn't paying attention, but I smiled, anyway,

pretending I hadn't lost the ability to recognize humor.

Inside, I was scorching, as if /were the glass being

shoved into the furnace. I wondered if I would survive it. Maybe
I would expand, building up pressure until I broke into stinging,

scattered shards. What if I just melted away, dripping into the

ashes where someone would eventually sweep me into a Wal-

Mart bag and toss me in a dumpster in the alley behind the

shop?
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Could I possibly get burned and live through it? The

glass did. It borrowed breath from the artist and was shaped

into something beautiful. This was artistic CPR, the salvaging

of a life and the creation of a masterpiece at once. I watched

silently, mesmerized. I wasn't concentrating on the glass-

blower's words, his explanation of his talent. I barely noticed

the excited whispers of my classmates as they observed the

creative process. Instead, I was watching the glass, hot as

dragon's breath, and willing it to shatter . . . just like my life had

shattered.

My father had destroyed our family—the jerk! An affair,

Mama had said, crying. I didn't want to believe her, of course.

I'd always been proud of the fact that, while my friends dealt

with "blended" families and evil step-parents, Mama and Daddy

had remained married. I was 16, past the age of having to worry

about a separation or a divorce. Divorces always happened when
the children were young. My parents had stayed together for a

long time, and, in my mind, there was no danger of becoming

another broken family statistic.

It was December 9 when I realized what a wonderful

job I'd done of fooling myself. Maybe it was a hereditary trait;

my dad had apparently been pretty good at fooling us all,

too. For more than two years, he had been attending his own
masquerade. At church, he had worn the "fine, upstanding

citizen" mask: teaching Sunday School, serving as a deacon and

an usher. When he spoke of spiritual matters, it was like the old

fairy tale in which a girl spits out rubies and pearls every time

she opens her mouth.

At home, the mask morphed slightly; it became a bit

more revealing. His horrid temper was more evident, often to

the point of frightening the rest of us in the family. My sister

and I knew that Daddy had hung the moon; we just didn't know
what type of adhesive he'd used. Sometimes, we were sure he'd

used Superglue, and nothing could knock that moon out of the

sky. At other times, we were convinced he'd hung it up there

with lint-covered masking tape, and it was only a matter of time

before the moon would come plunging through our roof. Still,

he was our Daddy, and we loved him.

That cold night, though, was the night we found out we
had loved a mask. When he was away from home and away
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from the church, he was someone we didn't know. He took off

his masks, and the real person was disclosed. In the months

to come, we would see that real person, and, when we did, we
discovered we had liked the masks a lot better. We had loved

the character of the masquerade, but we didn't even know the

person who had been hiding, dancing behind that decorated

face. That's what hurt me most about the entire situation—the

man I had known as Daddy was a lie. He was a fantasy, just as

much as any Hobbit or centaur in our favorite books. The mask
had been tossed to the floor of the ballroom and trampled on,

and I had gotten a glimpse of the liar who had been concealed

behind it.

The next morning, I put on my own mask. It was my
"nothing is wrong" disguise, and I wore it to school that day,

holding it close to my face on the field trip to local art museums.
I never took it off. I stared through the eye holes at the glass

creations. I admired the vases and bowls with my friends,

gasped at the price of even the smallest piece of work, all from

behind my invisible mask. I spoke of art as though my mind
weren't blank from crying. No one ever suspected that the

kaleidoscope of my world had been jostled, causing chaos amon^

the captured bits of rainbow.

I was just as good at pretending as my father was.

Deceit had just ruined my family, but I exercised it easily.

Ironically, I felt no pangs of guilt about laughing at lame jokes

or complaining about the chilly winter with my friends, even

though I didn't care about any of it. (The jokes weren't even

slightly amusing, and I was sick of talking about the weather.)

I humored them; they didn't know that I was viewing the

sculptures through a mist of emotional pain.

"Look at this one," one of the juniors, a friend of mine,

said. She pointed to a blue and green blown-glass bowl, more
than $200. There was a flaw on one side, crouching against

the wall, trying to hide from the customers inside the shop and
the passersby looking through the display windows. We saw it,

though, positioned to be less noticeable. "I can't believe it looks

like that, and it's still so expensive!" she exclaimed, indignant.

Several of us gathered around to scrutinize the blemish. "It's

so pretty," I decided, surfacing from my fog for half a minute in

order to defend the defect in the glass.
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I knew the bowl would sell. Someone would walk into

that tiny shop, heated by the furnace in the workroom, and

walk from shelf to shelf, amazed at the abilities of the unison of

fire and air. She would eventually find this bowl, gorgeous in

its imperfection. She would turn the bowl to let the flaw face

her, and she would gasp at the loveliness she had discovered.

Gently, she would carry it home, swaddled in bubble wrap and

newsprint. She would put it on her fireplace mantle or in her

china cabinet or, perhaps, on a shelf in her bedroom. She would

pose it so that she could see the fault daily and reap inspiration

from it.

I also knew that, if that blemished bowl had made it

through the furnace in the back room, if it could emerge from

that small volcanic world as a work of art, I could endure, too.

That piece of glass had entered tremblingly into a universe of

harsh orange and yellow. While it was there, it had suffered

indescribable burns and been forced to change shape numerous

times. Somehow, though, despite the torture, it had undergone

a metamorphosis to become a unique motivation, a soothing

blue and green treasure. I knew I would be able to survive just

as well. I would be scarred, but still precious. My teacher often

reminded us that the most beautiful artwork is born from a

struggle.
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Carolanne Bonanno

Untitled
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Julia Patt

Literary Analysis

Why should you?

Unravel it, I mean.

Behold the many layers of

linen like

mummy-wrappings,
the bandages

wound round a wound. Do you

really, really

really

want to see the underside?

See new (pink!) skin still sticky,

sticky.

Here, now: some chunks peel

away- you wanted to pry.

And further in, the gray

rot, green

rot, exuding vapors

like

zombie-breath in a

RomeroyZicA:-

there drops an eyelash.

Then, a wince

and blood-shot eyes.

They're rolling,

rolling.
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But continue, pull back

the second-hand-me-

down skin

(poems

have no skin of their

own). It has but

one, throbbing vein:

swollen

purple like the tongues

of hanged men,

all hanged men.

And atrophied muscles

sapped

of the very

essence of the muscle

-man, -car, -shirt, what

muscle.

Sad, black, cancerous

organs, leaking

[ ] juices- no,

you wanted it.

Not a nose- leprosy you

knows, knows- watery eyes,

parched lips lightly

bleeding and

that small, small

small

heart that does not

beat

only flutters, a moth-spasm
in your palm.
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Sarah Ansani

Death on 5th

The ambulance wailed out

a warning of Death

and the sinister swing

of his reaper.

She was my neighbor-

as deaf as the wind

was strong that day

she got blown away.

I sat dazed

in the middle of reading

Salinger's

Catcher in the Rye

where Holden Caufield pronounced

the world as crummy
as the paramedics pronounced

her body dead.
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Dawn Martin *

Nightmares

The Things have come. Decimated, destroyed, those

not killed by Them have fled. None got far. In the streets are

evidence of their despair and desperation. Doors left swung
open on their hinges, a bike left on its side on the lawn, cars

abandoned, a dropped box of Cheerios. The cereal spills across

the road like unfinished poetry. Strangely, there are no bodies. I

walk the street alone. Silence- there is nothing left alive to make
noise.

I don't know how I managed it. Secluded in the basement

wdth the food and water my husband had left me. Waiting for

the silence to fall, for the sounds from above me to stop. There is

nothing left to tell, really.

I had been in the kitchen, cooking, cleaning, I don't

know what. Patrick nearly breaking the side door as he runs in.

Garbling something about Things killing everything they come
across, people fleeing for their lives, there is no where safe to

go. Dragging me bodily to the basement door, I remember his

urgency. "Don't call anyone, conserve your food and water, and

for God's sake, don't leave. I'll be back for you as I can. Don't

leave until you're sure that there is nothing- NOTHING- outside.

Not a bird, a person, a dog. I love you, stay safe, don't leave." He
threw me down the basement. And that was it. Gone.

Ten days later, the last dog barked, somewhere in the

neighborhood. Six days after that, the last bird called. I waited

an extra week before I stepped outside.

So, here I am. Outside, the opposite of In, Free in a place

to face God-knows-what, Alone. I turn a corner and continue

walking. Too numb to feel numb, I think, and I laugh outloud.

The noise is strangled and inhuman. I stop, startled by the

strangeness of my voice. I go on in silence. I stop and crouch

by a mailbox, hidden by a bush overgrown and unruly. There

is a body, face up, feet towards the house, on the edge of the

driveway. It's Kevin.

Kevin, brother to Sarie, my best friend. Jack of all trades,

a senior in Oakland Community College, in a band that plays

at small weddings, local bars, colleges, and near-by parties. He
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wanted to be an elementary school teacher. Now he didn't want

to be anything seeing as he was dead. I almost stand up just

then, but something catches my eye.

A small white flea bounces up to his shoulder up to his

face, the corner of his mouth. It climbs into his mouth and

begins to change. Its white body becomes bloated and soft, its

eye becoming red and gelatinous, brown teeth like those of a

carnivorous beaver became prominent. And it grows inside

his mouth, changing its shape, folding in on itself, stretching,

working its way between Kevin's skin and his bone. I can

hear bones crack and tissue split. It grows, shifting, bleeding,

blurring, blending, until it pulls Kevin's lips around its own.

It has completely worked itself between Kevin's flesh and

bone. It has become him, wearing his body like a cheap suit.

"Kevin" stands up, twisting his neck this way and that, cracking

vertebrae, moving surprisingly smoothly. Then he sees me. And
grins.

I turn and run. I leap over another flea-like Thing in the

process of becoming a worm. I run. I know there are more of

them, I know I won't be able to tell the difference between Them
and normal beings, I know what has happened to Pat and Sarie,

I know what will happen to me, and it is inevitable. But still, like

so many of those before me, I run into the night.
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Rebecca Penny

Screech Hollow

The entry path to Screech Hollow is home to a yellow

metal sign which reads, "SHHH Nature at Work!" Mounted on

a plain wooden post, it is at shoulder-level for me and at direct

eye-level for the children who scamper excitedly down the path

and descend on the area like the flock of Canadian geese that

inhabits the nearby lake. These children somehow recognize

the importance of this message, and generally take it to heart.

They anticipate that their silence might inspire a visit from some
wild and exciting species and do their best to contain excited

squawks and gasps. I find this sign to be less than effective for

people over the age of about 13, however. These people generally

scoff and insist on reading the words aloud to the others in the

group who can most certainly see the sign for themselves. I also

sometimes see this sign to be a contradiction in itself. Garish

and bold, the machine pressed signage seems incongruous

with the beauty to be found in the official nature area at Camp
Occoneechee where I have spent many summers learning,

growing, and now acting as a counselor.

The place I speak of is located in the gently sloping

mountains of North Carolina. This deciduous backdrop serves

as the perfect setting for a summer haven from the rushes and

pressures of the city. Even now, after innumerable trips there,

my heart quickens and my stomach flutters as I approach the

camp. The two lane highway #9 that will take you there curves

through the mountain and travels past horse pastures, fields

brimming with tomato plants, McGuinn's general store, large

expanses of kudzu, and the turnoff for Chris's Taxidermy. Until

the road turns down hill through the thick forest of tulip poplar,

white oak, sweet gum, and hickory trees and around our Lake

Mystic, the camp is almost fully hidden. As soon as my vehicle

turns the corner at the bottom of the hill, structures come into

sight: the boathouse, docks, canoe shed and ranger's house can

all be seen as the view from the road widens.

My beloved nature place cannot be seen from the road,

however. Screech Hollow is deeper into the camp and further

from the road, but a quick and easy hike will get you to the
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obvious sign. As one's gaze travels past the entrance sign, it will

mostly likely feast upon the prevalence of green in the area. Cool

and inviting, Screech Hollow initially seems less like a sanctuary

for owls than for foraging and grazing animals like deer,

rabbits and squirrels. There is a large, wooden platform near

the entrance equipped with a line of benches on one end and

a railing around the entire perimeter. This is the perfect place

for discussions and demonstrations and is often used as the

endpoint to detailed nature scavenger hunts that take place on

the surrounding trails. The smooth wood, worn by the elements,

appears coolly gray, but can grow deceptively hot in the mid-day

sun. I sometimes like to use this location for my meditations

and relaxation, though it is occasionally too fully exposed for my
comfort.

The platform can be bypassed by continuing on the

original trail. At this point, the path is covered in a thick layer of

richly sienna brown mulch that is soft and supple underfoot. I

remember the warm, pungent, and almost overpowering scent

of this ground cover when it was freshly-laid and I am thankful

that it has since lost some of this aroma. To the right of the path,

the tree line extends almost within arms' reach. This forest area

is not especially dense, and I can see through the trunks and

foliage of fir trees and other edge species to portions of the path I

will eventually wind my way to.

In following the mulched over path, it is easy for me to

recognize the unruly nature of the indigenous plants. Initially,

they seem stationary and almost static, but this is simply a guise

for their defiance of the boundaries we try to impose upon them

as horticulturists and landscapers. The grass grows over and

through the mulch, and if it weren't for the occasional trimming

by the camp ranger, these grasses would overcome the path in

a mesh of fresh greenery. The trees and understory plants are

beginning to spread into the grassy area. This is easily predicted

by ecological succession: the natural process that occurs in any

uncultivated area. Open areas will be inhabited by small plants

with high light requirements, which will eventually be replaced

by other plants and trees capable of surviving in the changing

conditions. One tenacious dogwood is already growing 5 or 10

feet from the defined edge of the forest, and more are sure to

follow without future interference.
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I do not mind this progression of growth; I prefer the

cover of a forest canopy. My walk along the mulch path is

usually faster as I wind along the side of the forest. The direct

sun can be hot and uncomfortable, and I try to remove myself

from that environment as quickly as I can. At the end of the

path, the covered bridge made of strong and beautifully grained

pine comes into view. This structure is small: barely large

enough to accommodate two people walking side-by-side and

only 15 feet in length. The wood of this bridge is a rich red and

sometimes golden brown that has always attracted my eye.

Though small, this bridge has been large enough to shelter me
and 12 squirming and excited middle school-aged campers in

the event of a sudden summer rainstorm. The ''bump, plunk-

pblunk" of rain on the roof of this bridge is pleasing to me. It

blocks out the unnecessary thoughts of the day and focuses my
attention on the world immediately around me. When there

is no rain and the skies are bright Carolina blue, the "gurrgle-

swish-shhhhhwwh-shaaahhh" of the small stream underneath

can sooth away any angst or tension I might happen to have. On
the other side of the bridge, the world is a land of serenity, green

shade, cool air and trees.

The path on this side of the bridge is again covered with

a layer of mulch, but, shielded from the sun by a thick roof of

photosynthesizing leaves, this ground cover is cool and moist on

even the most sweltering of days when the footing of the field

path becomes dry and loose. Leaves have fallen onto this path

and have been incorporated into the organic detritus. Small

plants grow up through the mulch covering and Licopodium

runs and spreads across parts of the forest floor in a bright green

netting of vegetation. A few thin, wispy spider webs that stick

to your eyelashes when you run into them inevitably cross the

path. It is best to offer the lead on a hike to someone else in

order to avoid this unpleasantry. The growth of new vegetation,

and the collapse of old sometimes dictates the course of path

sections. A few fallen logs -moist with humidity- lie over this

path through the woods. Once structures in the mid-story and

canopy, these logs are now covered with textured, silver-green

lichen and moss thick with the lushness of a rain forest. They
are all small enough to step over with little effort, but some of

the greatest treasures are found underneath them. Mushrooms
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of various sizes, arrangements and colors grow along the path,

but especially near these downed trees. My favorite of these is

the small fire-orange fungus that grows with a small narrow cap

on its short, thin stalk. Others are shorter, or wider, and most

are white and take on a translucent-like glow when the morning

sun sneaks through small spaces in the canopy.

There is also a creek that meanders along the left side of

the wooded path. Small and shallow, this stream runs calmly

in even the most torrential of thunderstorms. On days of fair

weather, it is an enjoyable release to walk through the creek

and feel the smooth, cool water rush past my ankles and the

soft, yielding sand compress under the weight ofmy sandaled

feet. I like to bring my campers here with small green nets and

clear plastic containers. We could spend the entire afternoon

in the soothing creek catching macro-invertebrates like mayfly,

caddisfly, and stonefly larva and small amphibians such as

salamanders and tadpoles to observe and subsequently release.

The kids are usually better at this than I am, and I'm constantly

surprised by the fascinating variety of organisms to be found

in this small water body and impressed by the attention span

displayed by my group of curious adventurers. Each time they

discover a new creature, there is a rush to identify it and show

it to everyone else. There is always the temptation to keep

these critters, but the desire to preserve the ecosystem generally

outweighs this, and we return the organisms to their natural

homes. It seems that much of the joy in this landscape is in

the sharing of it. It is exciting to experience these things on my
own, but it is much better to look at a salamander surrounded by

wide-eyed children than it is to see it by myself.

This is true for the entirety of my involvement with

Screech Hollow. I love to sit quietly in the forest or rest on the

warm platform in the solitude I find there. I pay my respects

to the place in this way-by being simply an observer and a

protector. Some afternoons I bring my camera or journal to this

place and lie on the platform-soaking up the warm sun while

watching the community around me. At first glance the area

is still, though through patience and further observation, I can

begin to see the bustle of the forest. Bumble bees bounce from

flower to flower; gnats hover around my face and the wind gently

provokes the trees to dance. All of this occurs as I simply sit.
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I also bring groups of children here to join me in my
observations and constant education. It is a risk to do so, as it

is to share anything that is dear to me. Through this sharing,

the landscape and I are both vulnerable. The newcomers could

abuse the land they have recently discovered with litter or an

ill-placed footstep, and there is always the possibility that no one

will appreciate my love for and devotion to the area. This lack

of understanding could embarrass and crush me. However, it is

not my emotions that ultimately matter, and I continue to risk

them for the potential of introducing Screech Hollow to someone
who would have the same passion for nature that I do. I have

almost always found reward in this sharing. My own motives

cease to matter when I observe the glisten in the children's eyes

as they gaze upon the lush diversity of nature. Even though they

are young, I know these children understand the reason why
their silence was requested. It is not simply to have a chance to

spot a flighty creature, but also to respect the simple purity of

this area. For me, this inspires confidence in the future of the

beauty of the world.

Finally, at the end of my blissful foray through the small

forest I will come to another bridge; less ornate than the covered

one, its wood more closely resembles that of the platform: worn
and gray. It makes a simple arch over the creek and releases

the visitor back onto the mulch covered trail through the small

field. This anticlimactic exit often makes me want to go back

into the forest. The bright sun can startle my senses: it burns

my eyes and often causes me to sneeze as I used to do as a small

child whenever I left a shaded area. Eventually, I acclimate to

the openness of the rest of the world and leave the forest behind

me. I never depart with a sense of abandonment; I know I

will return, and I remember that I can bring no one else to my
beloved Screech Hollow without first venturing out to find those

who could love it as I do.
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Rebecca Penny

Nearly Dusk
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Carina Finn

Books About Love Songs

On the bed there is a book of white pages so stuffed

With the black prose of my nights that I find it hard

To open anymore. The spine is fat with so many
UnfamiUar emotions. I did not know what to do with

Them. I tucked them away and wished them gone.

I had hoped to forget them. Yet, there are times when
I open the bound covers and my hfe assauhs me, a

Sohd punch in the face. From first dates to funerals,

A thousand things I hadn't thought were real enough

To acknowledge still manage to bruise after all this time.

I wish I could write this, five neat paragraphs on a single

Page, close the covers

and pretend this never happened.

But you know every word before it has been written.

Everything I want to say, and that is the trouble. I cannot

Write what doesn't need to be spoken, but I need to say it.

I need to say it and I cannot speak. My throat feels as if

It has been soaked in vinegar. There is a constant, choking

Burn that makes it impossible for any word to arise properly

From its depths. There is nothing worthwhile to come from

That dark place, anyway. There is nothing to come from me.

This time will not be different. I have tried to prepare myself

For this exit, but it is hard when the timing keeps changing.

I never know if you are about to leave, and so I live my life

On the razor's edge, clinging to the hope that this will be

Different, that for once, I will not be the one left alone.

I pray that I will not be here in this bed, crying into my book
Again because no one is here and never will be again. I cling

To the thought that I will be able to sleep knowing that another
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Breathes and knows that I do too. I Uke the thought of sharing

Oxygen. It seems childish but the fact that I am ahve still amazes

me.

The fact that someone else knows is even stranger.

Look, now, a soul knows I am alive and my very being is in

danger. A soul may care that I am alive and I have known only

one Before, and the fact that there could be another is something

I cannot face.
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Virginia Lightfoot

Cemetery
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Laura Tanner

The Reign of the Night Sky

Inspiration taken from pictures by Josephine Sacabo

A Constellation, Triste Noctambula, Obscene Bird ofNight, El

Vuelo

The sun sets and spreads into darkness behind a sohtary

hill - behind a thick stone cross on a hill surrounded only by

nothing. The sun sets and spreads into darkness behind glowing

birds going home - giving way to the birds of the night - hunters

who live in a world of no sound, and of all sounds - a world

lit for those who would see it by the moon and the stars, the

backlights of a black sky covering a black world so that it may
be seen and not seen - only the blank spaces can be seen, the

spaces that exist but don't really exist, in front of the clouds that

have stolen the light that the moon stole once and a thousand

times from the sun that set and spread into a darkness that only

exists for the diurnal creatures of this world. They, the clouds,

stole the light that they might glow to give line and truth and

being to the empty nothings that are really something in the

foreground of the night sky - that empty air between the earth

and sky that appears to go on forever but can't be seen. The sun

and the birds and the thick stone cross on the solitary hill must

all give way to the night, her obscenities, and her borrowed light.

The face in the moon must be a woman; she always gets what

she wants.
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Julia Patt

Our Suicide Charley

My son is Frank William Moskiwitz. We named him
Frank for Elise's favorite uncle, a bachelor who collected cigar

boxes and ate his steaks rare - "still mooing, hon" - and told

her to dump her sissy Jew boyfriend and marry a military man.

She didn't listen to that particular piece of advice but he left her

our eight-generation family home anyway. "William" was her

older brother that earned three purple hearts in 'Nam and was
working on a fourth when a Gook sniper landed one in between

his eyes. "Moskiwitz" is my name and it's all Frank has that's

mine. Frank also has a bullet imbedded in his groin three inches

from the organ that Elise refused to let the rabbi circumcise. My
rabbi. My son, in a military hospital, with a plastic mask over his

face and a fractured collarbone. My son, the war hero.

Frank got his looks from Elise: the straight, fine hair,

shaved close and knubby now, the thinner, separate eyebrows,

the clear skin, the longer build. (My wife isn't taller than me, she

just frequently wears heels.) When highschool ended, he took

his 2.0 transcript and below average SAT scores to the military.

The military paid for university, but they called back on the loan,

oh did they ever. The towers went down and Frank got on a

plane and my wife started going to church again, not synagogue

but church, a concrete building with long slab benches and a

preacher who spits twenty feet when he really gets going about

hellfire.

Then there was Iraq. And Frank was on the front

lines, writing vague letters that said nothing but I watched the

television reports, read the articles. They - Marines, suicide

Charleys, no fear, all service - were going fast, faster than the

rest and my son saw action and lost friends. Kevin Johnson,

Jeffrey Moore, and Alexander Beck. I know because we went to

the funerals, me and Elise and our youngest, Rebecca. Rebecca

also went to anti-war protest in Washington, D.C. Elise slapped

her across the face.

When Frank was eight, he beat up "River" Wright from

down the street. River was small and boney and his parents
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didn't barbeque in the backyard with the rest of us (though I

only did chicken and Kosher at that but we were still out) and

had erected a teepee the summer before so that Mrs. Wright

could practice her rituals outdoors. River didn't cut his hair and

it fell in a dirty fringe across his face. Frank gave him a bloody

nose and a collection of bruises and Elise gave Frank a time out.

We apologized to the Wrights and Frank apologized to River,

who shrugged. He wasn't surprised. They moved three months

later - something about a commune in Alberta. Frank took up

soccer and had a clean record from then on.

Frank's wife is a grad student named Helen. He took her

to Prom six years ago and now she sends him letters, pictures,

books sometimes. She eats dinner at our house every Thursday.

Elise refers to her as a daughter "in spirit as well as marriage"

and they volunteer at Red Cross together. Helen was a young

Republican and her father has worked on military bases in

Arizona, Japan, California, Saudi Arabia, and a dozen other

places that Helen tells us she doesn't really remember. He's

at Andrews now and we hear the planes going over at night.

Helen studies secondary education and is a practicing United

Methodist. She wears Frank's college ring on a chain around her

neck; her engagement ring and wedding ring glitter when she

gestures, which is often.

Helen told Frank that she was pregnant the week before

he left for Afghanistan. That day, Frank knocked on the door

while Elise was at church. His head was shaved. He wore jeans

and a sweatshirt, and I couldn't reconcile them with the uniform

he wore so often then. "Dad. I want to tell you something."

Frank never called me Dad after he turned thirteen. It was

usually sir, if anything. (In his letters, he addresses us 'Dear

family' - the unit, the platoon, the core.) That was the last time I

hugged my son, an awkward slapping of hands on the back and

tucking of heads, him stooping to embrace the old man. If it's a

girl, she will be Emily. If it's a boy, he v^ll be James. Helen has

always liked the name James.

A week ago, I stood in the den with a telephone receiver

pressed to my ear, the plastic cool against my sweaty hand.

A small voice informed me on the other end that my son was

in a military hospital in Germany. Wounded. Serious. Critical
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condition. I wanted to tell the voice that it's good that Frank

is in Germany. His grandmother came from Germany before

World War II started. Her parents sent her to America, a girl of

just sixteen who married a Russian Jew. Frank's heritage is in

Germany. My heritage.

Frank is in a hospital bed in Germany. When they get the

bullet out of him, they'll send him here to recuperate. My son.

Our suicide Charley. The dial tone is still in my ear, it will be

until Frank gets home. I don't remember saying goodbye to the

voice, but maybe they're used to that. Elise walked into the living

room, asking who was I talking to. I set the receiver in its cradle

and replied,

"No one."
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Leah McCoy
The Procession
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Sarah Ansani

In A Restless Funk

So, I surround myself with wealthy sounds that sing. Come on,

guitar, I play your tender strings. Play me the duende of your

tune. Your maroon melody calls out to me. Too much, too soon.

The harmonica's charm is weary, do you hear me? No longer

sharp, the piano has goneflat. Your restlessfingers turned his

white to black. The asthmatic saxophone snorts in contempt.

Woman, even music needs to rest. My music, those organs of

sound, they lay in silence like my burning cigarette. My mind

now compiles lists of what to do next. What to do next...
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Rebecca Penny

Incorrigible






